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Readings:
What is effectuation?
The Rector and Visitors of the University of Virginia. “What is effectuation?”, 2011.
The design process is changing
Say, Do, & Make methods and techniques
Sanders, Liz, og Pieter Stappers. Convivial Toolbox: Generative Research for the Front End of
Design. Amsterdam: BIS Publishers, 2013.
The anatomy of sketching
Buxton, Bill. Sketching User Experiences: Getting the Design Right and the Right Design (Interactive Technologies). Morgan Kaufmann, 2007.
Good research starts with good questions
Nunnally, Brad, og David Farkas. UX research: Practical techniques for designing better products.
O’Reilly Media, Inc., 2016.
Examples of easily testable assumptions
Aulet, Bill. Disciplined Entrepreneurship: 24 Steps to a Successful Startup. John Wiley & Sons, 2013.
Make: set it up
Roos, Donald, og Anne de Bruijn. Don’t Buy This Book: Entrepreneurship for Creative People.
Laurence King Publishing, 2020.
Measure each feature by its own measure
Build your narrative
Belsky, Scott. The Messy Middle: Finding Your Way Through the Hardest and Most Crucial Part of
Any Bold Venture. Penguin, 2018.
The triumph of the turnip
HAUCK, ANTHONY, MICHAEL BERGIN, og PHIL BERNSTEIN. “The triumph of the turnip”. AL.,
Fabricate: Rethinking Design and Construction, 2017, 16–21.

What is effectuation?
Entrepreneurs constantly
make decisions and take action.
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27 Expert Entrepreneurs
{founders of companies
from $200M to $6.5B}

How do they
do that?

Are there any universal
methods or principles
they use?

method

Protocol Analysis
{80 hours of tape, 500
pages of data}
theory

Effectuation: Elements of
Entrepreneurial Expertise,
2005

To answer these questions, Dr. Saras Sarasvathy, a cognitive
scientist, conducted a study* of expert entrepreneurs.

The result? Effectuation
develop specialized
mental framework

DEFINITION
A logic of thinking that
uniquely serves
entrepreneurs in starting
businesses

WHAT DOES EFFECTUATION DO?
Ideas - Effectuation advances ideas toward
sellable products and services with proven
customers.

Stakeholder Commitments - Using
effectuation, the entrepreneur interacts in

Provides a way to control
a future that is inherently
unpredictable

search of self-selecting partners to co-create
the venture with.
the expert
entrepreneur

Decisions - Experts entrepreneurs use a set
of techniques that serve as the foundation for
making decisions about what to do next.

EFFECTUAL LOGIC IS
LIKE 1ST & 2ND GEAR

effectuation IS
A thinking framework
a set of heuristics
doing the do-able
how to get the sellable products and
services established

You need them to start your business but
eventually you shift away from effectual logic.

effectuation IS NOT
a system to tell you what to do
an algorithm
“not planning”
a way to launch an entire business
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Principles of Effectuation
Expert entrepreneurs have learned the hard way that the most interesting ventures are built in a space in which the future is not only
unknown, but unknowable. Still yet, entrepreneurs do shape this
unpredictable future. They use techniques which minimize the use
of prediction and allows them to shape the future. These five principles, listed below, make up effectual logic.

Bird-in-hand

{ start with your means}
When expert entrepreneurs set out to build a new venture,
they start with their means: who I am, what I know, and
whom I know. Then, the entrepreneurs imagine possibilities
that originate from their means.

Affordable Loss

{ focus on the downside risk }
Expert entrepreneurs limit risk by understanding what they
can afford to lose at each step, instead of seeking large all-ornothing opportunities. They choose goals and actions where
there is upside even if the downside ends up happening.

Lemonade

{ leverage contingencies }
Expert entrepreneurs invite the surprise factor. Instead of
making “what-if” scenarios to deal with worst-case scenarios,
experts interpret “bad” news and surprises as potential clues
to create new markets.

Patchwork Quilt

{ form partnerships }
Expert entrepreneurs build partnerships with self-selecting
stakeholders. By obtaining pre-commitments from these key
partners early on in the venture, experts reduce uncertainty
and co-create the new market with its interested participants.

Pilot-in-the-plane

{ control v. predict}
By focusing on activities within their control, expert entrepreneurs know their actions will result in the desired outcomes.
An effectual worldview is rooted in the belief that the future is
neither found nor predicted, but rather made.

contrasts with...

Pre-set goals or opportunities
Causal reasoning works inversely by
assembling means after a goal is set.

contrasts with...

Expected return
Causal reasoning first targets a return,
then works to minimize associated risk.

contrasts with...

Avoiding surprises
Causal reasoning works to minimize the
probability of unexpected outcomes.

contrasts with...

Competitive analysis
Causal reasoning presumes that competitors are rivals to contend with.

contrasts with...

Inevitable trends
Causal reasoning accepts that established
market forces will cause the future unfold.
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The Effectual Cycle
* heuristic

Overview of Effectuation in Action
Effectual logic happens in mind of an individual, where it provides a way of
thinking about making decisions when non-predictive control is required.
The effectual cycle represents the thinking process in a form used in creating products, markets, and ventures. It’s not a prescriptive “do this, do that”
algorithm, but rather a set of heuristics* that uniquely and universally apply to
the challenges that entrepreneurs are bound to face.

vs . algorithm

An algorithm is a step-by-step procedure with a finite number of steps that
seeks a specific outcome. It’s recursive.
A heuristic is a problem-solving technique that involves creating a speculative
formulation and self-led investigation to
reach some desired outcome. The most
quintessential heuristic is “trial and error.”

The cycle always starts here
Next, interact with people
to gather stakeholder commitments

who am I
what I know
whom I know

what can I do?

MEANS

GOALS

The individual begins with an inventory of his/her means, from

interact
with other
people

gather
stakeholder
commitments

INTERACTIONS

COMMITMENTS

which s/he imagines goals. The goals s/he chooses to pursue
are within his/her affordable loss. Goal construction and goal
achievement are different sides to the same coin.
Next, interactions drive the process of enlisting others to
join in co-creating the new venture. Committed stake-

Putting it all together...

holders will influence the entrepreneur by morphing and

The cycle continues as the effectual entrepreneur grows closer and

of stakeholders are committed to.

appending the original idea into one that a whole network

closer to a defined, sellable product(s), complete with committed
customers and stakeholders comprising the new market.

NEW

MEANS

AFFORDABLE LOSS

MEANS

GOALS

INTERACTIONS

COMMITMENTS

NEW

GOALS

Surprises
add to
means and
change goals.

New means
add to the
resources.

New
commitments
help
crystallize
the goals.

LEVERAGE SURPRISE

NEW

PRODUCTS,
MARKETS, AND FIRMS
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firms was a testament to a fee-for-service business model
attended by a commensurate need to minimise labour
costs as a means of maximising profits. Few questions
were raised at the time concerning the composition of
instruments of service dictated by contractual obligations
and regulatory environments, and the initial penetration
of computation into practice was limited to recording
decisions arrived at by other methods. In many cases,
efficiencies gained in more quickly producing and
revising drawing sets were applied to design revisions,
extending a project’s exploratory dimensions more
deeply, with decisions formerly confined to conceptual,
schematic and design development stages allowed to
spill into the construction document phase. This gain
in flexibility was largely unforeseen by a profession
adopting technology in the hope of production cost
reductions, but the additional time afforded to design
decisions was a quiet hint that computation might have
more to offer than the mere transposition of previously
physical activities to the digital realm.
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THE TRIUMPH OF THE TURNIP
ANTHONY HAUCK / MICHAEL BERGIN / PHIL BERNSTEIN
Autodesk

1

Surrounded by dusty workmen, a man stands in a
Florence piazza holding a turnip (Fig. 1). He raises his
voice over the sounds of construction echoing down the
nearby streets and alleys and carves a shape from the
vegetable with a small knife. He glances up after every
few words to confirm that he’s understood. When his
carving is done, he lectures further, pointing out various
details of his sculpture, explaining, answering questions,
rotating the carving into the sunlight. When he’s satisfied,
when the workmen nod, the master builder eats the
turnip. There’s no need to preserve it. One detail of
Brunelleschi’s Dome of Santa Maria del Fiore will be
the only record of this conversation (Fig. 2).
In Rome, a man labours over a drawing, recording his
design intent in detail sufficient enough to ensure its
accurate realisation by the workmen of his day. As far as
he is concerned, the building he draws is the real building,
the realisation of his imagined edifice. Whatever occupied
space might be built from these instructions is a copy
of the perfect original, rooted in refined geometric
mathematics, defined on the several sheets and models
that summarise its creator’s thoughts (Fig. 3).
Brunelleschi and Alberti stand on either side of a
historical shift between the Renaissance master builder
and the modern architectural profession. In his treatise
of 1452, De Re Aedificatoria, Leon Battista Alberti broke
with the tradition of the master builder, as exemplified by

Brunelleschi, in suggesting that originating ideas about
buildings was a separate and privileged predecessor to
the act of actual construction. He declared:
“…certainly it is enough if you give honest Advice,
and correct Draughts such as to apply themselves to
you. If afterwards you undertake to supervise and
compleat the Work, you will find it very difficult to
avoid being made answerable for all the Faults and
Mistakes committed either by the Ignorance or
Negligence of other Men: Upon which Account you
must take care to have the Assistance of honest,
diligent and severe Overseers to look after the
Workmen under you.”1

2

1. Rutabaga or swede
(Swedish turnip) or turnip
or yellow turnip (Brassica
napobrassica), vintage
engraved illustration.
Dictionary of Words
and Things, Larive
and Fleury, 1895.
Image: Morphart
Creation/Shutterstock.
2. Brunelleschi’s Dome,
Santa Maria del Fiore,
Florence, Italy.
Image: Marcus Obal.
3. Architectural drawing for
an Ionic capital by Italian
Renaissance architect, Leon
Battista Alberti (1404-1472)
from his Ten Books on
Architecture, ca. 1480.
Image: Everett Historical/
Shutterstock.
4. Office layout, Autodesk
AutoCAD 2.18, 1985.
Image: Autodesk.
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This is tantamount to inventing the modern architectural
profession with its notion of design drawings and
limited liability. Alberti made one of the first declarations
of a representational strategy in construction, while
simultaneously dividing intention from realisation
– design from construction – in a separation of
responsibilities that has persisted for more than half a
millennium into the building industry of today, resulting
in a process of delivery and modification of contemporary
buildings that is widely regarded by both owners and
building professionals as being inefficient, risky, expensive
and often an incomplete or inadequate realisation of the
project’s original intent. Instruments of service contain
errors, are misunderstood or otherwise imperfectly convey
design intent by filtering design representations through
drawing conventions that date back centuries.
The first additions of computation to the architectural
profession did little to advance building quality or
delivery, focused as they were on raising the efficiency
of producing conventional drawing sets. The rapid and
thorough adoption of CAD software by architectural

In one sense, building engineers were quicker to
transition to the emerging paradigm of design and
drawing production that was finally termed Building
Information Modelling (BIM). Accustomed to specifying
manufactured components in the form of standard
steel shapes, structural engineers were quick to adopt
computational capabilities to model forces and select
appropriate steel within the analytical environment.
The rapid and sometimes instantaneous feedback of
these computational structural design environments
prefigured further advances of this type emerging today,
conveying the promise of improved decisions about
buildings when the professional can easily access
relevant information and encoded expertise to inform
building choices. Taking advantage of manufacturing
standardisation and digital artefacts as proxies for
fabricated objects, engineers in the early days of BIM
were able to more closely unite design decisions to
characteristics of materials and manufacturing
conventions through the medium of computation (Fig. 4).
4
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6

Corresponding activities in the architectural professions
of the time remained divorced from computational
environments and largely the responsibility of the
specification group either within a large architectural
firm or as an outsourced service to smaller firms, with
most architects concentrating on the new possibilities
for design understanding afforded by three-dimensional
BIM and increasingly advanced computational rendering.
For the first time, architects with less than decades of
experience could easily understand the experiential
aspects of space and light of their design choices before
they were instantiated by construction. While the
relatively rapid adoption of BIM by the architectural
profession can once again be attributed to a quest for
higher production efficiency, some architects quickly
understood the possibilities in increasingly detailed
digital representations of buildings as the medium of
improved understanding and decisions (Fig. 5).
Like CAD before it, BIM arose from a fundamentally
piecemeal digital representation of finished objects.
CAD software conceives of drawing sets as complex
arrangements of lines, arcs and circles. Building
information models are digital assemblies of generic
or specific manufactured objects, owing much more to
their roots in software designed to support fabrication
and construction metaphors than to the design process.
As in physical construction, buildings in BIM are
emergent phenomena resulting from the positioning
of components in precise relationships. As the BIM
assembly becomes more elaborate, it begins to exhibit
emergent behaviours that cannot be predicted by an
anecdotal understanding of the individual objects
employed in its composition. Enhanced BIM
environments reveal and predict such behaviours
through increasingly sophisticated analytical tools
calculating building properties such as energy
consumption, quantity and spatial distribution of
daylight and the modelled movement of inhabitants
through space. The increasing use of virtual reality
systems by architects simulates inhabitation of the
project from its earliest stages of design, a technology
that affords even the most unsophisticated of clients a
visceral understanding of basic architectural choices
while they remain open to discussion and adjustment
(Fig. 6).
The ready availability of such predictive information
has implicitly expanded the scope of architectural
practice following Alberti’s exhortation to offer “honest
advice and correct Draughts” to include counsel that
cannot be complete without an understanding of
materials, fabrication techniques and the interplay

of building systems. It is in this expansion of architectural
knowledge facilitated by computational and data delivery
technologies that we see the possibility of uniting
the philosophies implicitly and explicitly shared by
Brunelleschi and Alberti. Where the former’s regard
of his verbal instructions and vegetable instruments
of service as perishable media to convey intent has
given way to the indefinite preservation of digital
artefacts of design and construction planning, his sense
of differentiation in understanding construction means
and methods has regained relevance to the architectural
profession today. It was Brunelleschi’s accurate assertion
that he could complete the Santa Maria del Fiore Dome
without the need for supporting scaffolding that won him
the commission. However, Alberti’s “correct Draughts”
remains the standard of care of architects to their clients
even today, but the scope of architectural “Draughts” has
become nearly as extensive as virtual construction of the
intended building.
The facilitation of building representation by digital
environments has served to further blur Alberti’s
fundamental division between design intent and
construction means and methods, already under
attack by the modern economic pressures that compel
a faster speed of project delivery. The former stately
progression of conceptual design, schematic design,
design development, construction documentation,
fabrication, construction, operation and renovation
has given way to an increasingly optimised process
of overlapping phases dependent on the delivery of
complete trade packages that, in effect, become existing
conditions to be accounted for in subsequent deliverables
for the same project. In a building market intolerant of
sites fallow of anticipated revenue, design differentiation
has begun to arise in the most advanced firms not only
from a clear experiential vision of inhabited space,
but also from a growing knowledge of the possibilities
inherent in new materials and the growing sophistication
of building systems production.
5. Structural Simulation,
Autodesk Revit, 2016.
Image: Autodesk.
6. Insight 360 Energy
Simulation, Autodesk, 2016.
Image: Autodesk.
7. The exponential growth
of available computing
capacity affords the
possibility of high
confidence in predicting the
outcomes of building design
and construction decisions.
Source: www.singularity.
com.
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Advances in the available insular, optical and structural
properties of glass alone over the preceding century
have afforded options in architectural design that
were previously impractical if not impossible, realising
facades and interiors that not only fulfil design intent
but also meet stringent performance goals rooted in
environmental and human behavioural sciences. A lack
of understanding of material properties and construction
methodologies not only limits architectural business
opportunities, but also limits the architect to building
choices available only through advanced fabrication
and construction methods.

7

As BIM environments and their analytical elaborations
and generative design successors gain computational
capabilities and information access through resources
available through cloud connectivity, the architectural
profession has an opportunity to assert a role explicitly
ceded by Alberti and implicitly occupied by Brunelleschi:
that of the master builder. At first glance impractical
in an age of proliferating, specialised and necessarily
complicated building trades, the enhanced capabilities
of digital environments, with their rapid evaluation of
modelled building performance characteristics and
delivery of highly relevant information critical to
improved building decisions, offer architects a means
to confidently reassert primacy in the process of
conceiving and realising buildings.
With the explosive growth of computational power
in the second decade of the twenty-first century, the
profession is entering a third era, beyond CAD and
BIM, of potentially transformative digital capabilities
in design and construction. Highly responsive computer
processes of physical representation and simulation
coupled with digital processes of fabrication, including
material science, additive and subtractive manufacturing
and robotic construction, are poised to change the
essential landscape in which buildings are designed,
built and operated (Fig. 7).
Projecting this evolution forward, the third era in
design computation takes advantage of the best
qualities of both Brunelleschi and Alberti’s positions
regarding the instrument of representation. Robust
simulation and nearly unlimited computing power will

20 21

project constraints. The intent of the design team will be
preserved or compromised through various strategies for
generating solutions employed by the design system. As
the accuracy and speed of simulations increase, a wealth
of building performance data will become available and
complex trade-offs between alternative approaches will
be intuitively revealed. Compensation for design and
construction services, as well as the standard of care for
professional building services, will become associated
with the ability to offer the guaranteed level of building
performance ensured by these tools.

8

combine with machine intelligence and generative design
to deliver a further unification of intent and realisation.
Reality capture, digital fabrication and immersive design
environments will provide a functionally identical model
of digital and physical space. As design tools evolve,
Brunelleschi’s turnip and its associated conversation
will become forever persistent in structured databases.
The connectivity of this data will provide opportunities
for machine learning, pattern recognition and design
synthesis. Generative design systems will support the
explicit modelling of knowledge from a variety of domain
experts such that when the design requirements change
new instructions in the form of drawings or models that
describe the author’s intent will be automatically
generated (Fig. 8).

8. A generative design
system employed in the
design of Autodesk’s office
in Toronto produced many
alternative solutions, each
respecting the goals and
constraints specified by
the design team.

This new class of design systems will allow all
stakeholders in a building project to represent their intent
at the level of detail that best corresponds with functional
properties in models used for design, construction and
building management. In the event of a budget change
at a late stage of the project, future design environments
will provide consulting professionals with recommended
alterations to support the new requirement. Effects of
selected updates or native interventions will propagate to
the redesign of multiple elements in the project. Instead
of manual redesign and drawing changes (CAD) or
editing parametric models (BIM), design synthesis
algorithms will pursue declared goals while respecting

To realise a vision, the master builder must synthesise
many competing objectives relative to changing external
conditions. The archetypal master builder understands
how design decisions reinforce intent through a
sophisticated understanding of aesthetic, performance,
constructability, cost and schedule objectives. In the next
era of design practice, any stakeholder will be able to
understand the propagating effects of a change and offer
feedback that directly influences design decisions. Ease
of design changes will ensure that any compromise of
intent is comprehensively evaluated before construction
takes place. The ability to quickly and effectively balance
the needs of participants in the design and construction
process will embolden the master builder to deliver on
their vision (Fig. 9).
Digital artefacts of design and construction are
increasingly employed as operational avatars for the
functioning building, joined to a wide spectrum of
physical sensors to convey gross and subtle operational
behaviours into digital representations where options
for elaboration and modification can be readily explored
at minimal cost. In the coming era of widely available
statistical performance information as furnished by a
highly connected built environment, the knowledge and
experience once sequestered in fragmented form across
many design and construction experts, owners and
facilities managers will be consolidated and available to
inform all design, fabrication and construction decisions.
Reality capture technology will provide a ‘mirrored’
representation between the digital artefact and the
developing physical manifestation during the construction
process and throughout the lifecycle of the building.
Design and construction firms that embrace and extend
the possibilities of digital enrichment will lead future
building projects. Firms that fail to grasp the gains
offered by the coming era of connectivity will find
themselves becoming irrelevant in an approaching
time of exacting standards applied to desired building
performance with the ready means to confirm predicted
project behaviours (Fig. 10).

The vast increase in computational and informational
capacities afforded to building professionals will also
affect material and product supply chains, with fabricators
differentiated during procurement not merely on bidding
price, but also on the flexibility of deliverables and their
ingenuity in engineering. In an era where a sophisticated
computational and informational infrastructure will
widely afford capabilities once confined to a few
specialists, creativity in meeting and guaranteeing
building performance outcomes will become a key
distinction for both building professionals and material
suppliers. As building performance becomes measurable
and understandable through physical connectivity and
digital representation, the standard of care for all building
professionals and manufacturing entities will become
higher and commonly verifiable, leading to a reintegration
of design and making with attendant dramatic
improvements in both the systems of project delivery and
the practice of architecture and the built environment.
9

Notes
1.
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9. Robotics increasingly
inform procedures on
construction sites, and
will be directly driven from
design deliverables as the
construction site transforms
into a bespoke factory
for a building project.
Image: Autodesk.
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10. Information derived
directly from digital design
environments has already
begun to shape subsequent
fabrication processes,
sometimes with little
further human intervention.
Image: Autodesk.
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